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Poet to work with grassroots children 

A local poet and actor, Tendai Maduwa 
has embarked on a project to identify and 
nurture artistic talent at grassroots 
communities in Harare starting with 
children at Tariro Primary School in 
Hopley Farm. 

Maduwa, who is also a motivational 
speaker and writer represented 
Zimbabwe on arts and poetry festivals in 
countries like South Africa, Kenya and 
overseas. He said there is a lot of 
untapped artistic talent that could do 
wonders for Zimbabwe. 

Above: Popular poet and artist 
Tendai Maduwa with a member of 
Nyau in Hopley Farm on the Harare 
provincial Culture week launch. 

'I have seen a lot of potential artists in 
Hopley and other poor areas in Harare 
and am going to set up an inspirational 
wall where l will put some of my works as 
well as a training centre at Tariro Primary 
School such that kids can explore their 
talent. I will also help in identifying the 
talent and develop it using my experience 
in the field,' he said.  

CHITREST hosts capacity building workshop for Chitown council 
officials 
In an effort to improve transparency and accountability to the running of the 
council’s affairs, Chitungwiza Residents Trust (CHITREST) 
in conjunction with the Transparency International Zimbabwe (TIZ) early 
this week held a public accountability workshop with the local council 
officials and some residents. 
 
CHITREST secretary, Tinashe 
Kazuru told Talking Harare that 
the training was aimed at 
equipping key stakeholders in 
the town with effective skills to 
help improve public affairs 
management. 

‘The idea around the training 
workshop is to enhance public 
management skills so that there 
can be improved service 
delivery. The areas that were 
looked at include  monitoring of 
budget implementation and 
creation of platforms where 
residents and council can 
interact, sharing ideas ,with the ultimate objective being to improve service 
delivery, ‘ said Kazuru. 

Talking Harare also spoke to ordinary Chitungwiza residents who said the 
training was welcome arguing some council officials seem to be 
lacking management skills as they make decisions that often worsen the 
service delivery situation. ‘If they are trained on these issues, then may be 
that will help them perform better by making decisions that help develop the 
town. In most cases we have noted with concern how they make disastrous 
decisions such as arbitrarily firing workers who then go to courts and are 
awarded with huge compensation. 

The training workshop was attended by key stakeholders including 
Chitungwiza Mayor, Councilor Phillip Mutoti, his deputy, Town Clerk George 
Makunde, CHITREST leaders and political representatives from ZANU PF and 
MDC-T. 
Horror kombi crash, ordinary citizens speak out 
Following the death of TEN people when a commuter omnibus rammed into 
a tree just after Chinhamo service station  along Seke Road in Chitungwiza 
on Monday, Talking Harare went in and around the city to get ordinary 
people's views on the horror crash.  

 

Left: The recent horror kombi 
crash scene.  

Below are a few comments that we got; 

'The kombi owner, Ganha, is cruel. We hear that he employed a driver who 
was not qualified to drive a public transport vehicle. All he wants is to make 
money and does not care about passengers. He should be sentenced to a 
longer period than that given to rapist Gumbura. Also the kombi itself did 
not even have insurance or permission to operate and this shows Ganha's 
disregard of respect for passengers' lives.' - Junior 

'The blame lies squarely with the kombi owner but the police is also to 



'I come from a difficult background where 
l lost both my parents and that has been 
my source of inspiration, so the plight of 
some of the children in Hopley makes me 
want to help them realize their potential 
as many of them are in a situation which l 
have been through,' added Maduwa. 

Tariro Primary School Head, Edwin 
Muketiwa Musipa expressed gratitude 
saying Muduwa’s efforts are encouraging 
and welcome. 'I am very thankful to 
Tendai who provided this opportunity that 
l have been waiting for and l want to 
believe this will assist those kids who are 
not bright in class but have talents that 
they can showcase and maybe brighten 
their future,' said Musipa. 

Maduwa is a former TV presenter and a 
former director of a community 
development organisation, Awake 
Zimbabwe Trust, and has featured in a 
number local TV dramas such as The 
Visit, Zero Budget and Zviri Mudzimba. 

Meanwhile, a community activist and 
resident of Belvedere suburb in Harare 
Philosophy Nyapfumbi has again declared 
to embark on another hunger strike in 
protest of failure by the Harare City 
Council to address his concerns raised 
when he embarked on hunger strike at 
Town House in February demanding the 
ouster of Town Clerk Tendai Mahachi who 
reportedly earns a huge salary. 
 
Nyapfumbi, who on Thursday this week 
approached the Parliament of Zimbabwe 
petitioning it to intervene on the chaos 
marring management of Harare City 
Council, said he he will resume the 
hunger strike to force authorities to act. 

 

'This is the last step before l again start a 
hunger strike and if l don't get a 
convincing answer from the legislators on 
the local government committee, l will 
stage the strike either here or at the town 
house,' said Nyapfumbi.  

Nyapfumbi presented a letter outlining his 
grievances that include, a yet to be 
completed forensic audit of 
the exact number of council workers, 
purchase of 'luxury vehicles' using funds 
intended for Morton Jeffrey water pump 
station maintenance project and the city’s 
procurement system. 
 
He went on to challenge residents 
associations in Harare whom he criticized 
for failing to come out and challenge the 
local authorities as well as government on 
the need to urgently address residents' 
concerns. 'Residents groups are only 
speaking at hotel forums while not 
mobilizing people to demand their rights 
and fairness from our leaders,' 
complained Nyapfumbi.  

Chairperson of the parliamentary portfolio 
committee on local government Irene 
Zindi could not be reached for comment 
as her mobile phone was not reachable. 
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blame because vanoregera the kombi drivers vasina zvinhu zvakakwana 
vachifamba muroad,vozongoda kuita sevari concerned after zvinhu zvakadai 
zvaiitika,yet this man was said nevamwe vake ave netime achifamba 
nekombi iyoyo. Nemaroadblock anoitwa nemapurisa everyday why did they 
not arrest him long back.' - Gono 

'That area is clearly marked 'Accident Zone' yet accidents continue to 
happen as drivers are not exercising caution and we continue to lose lives 
like this. One other thing I have observed is that most of these drivers are 
very young and in-experienced that they cannot operate public buses. 
Government should do something before this situation gets out of hand.' - 
Tariro 

'So the kombi in which our beloved ones perished yesterday morning was 
overloaded? 19 people aboard instead of the legally required 14 and it 
passed through at least three police roadblocks? When shall we be spared of 
this ills of state corruption?' - Andrew Kunambura 

'Government must do away with these kombis and bring back ZUPCO which 
carries more passengers and so reduces the number of vehicles on the 
road.' - Tomy 
 
'First, is to say condolences to the bereaved families, Chitungwiza and the 
nation at large. Secondly, we call upon the authorities to be alert and put 
mechanisms in place to reduce such occurrences. At a road block the police 
must put a notice as "Road block ahead".' - CHITREST 

These comments come after the kombi crash created a storm on why 
kombis are in many cases involved in fatal crashes. 

According to the police, the driver   identified as Masiwa of Zengeza 4,was 
driving the Toyota Hiace kombi  heading towards Chitungwiza from the city 
centre at  high speed and plunged into a tree killing seven people on the 
spot, including Masiwa. The other three died on their way to hospital. 
Residents demand community radios 
Residents of Chitungwiza have called on the government to urgently issue 
out broadcasting licenses to community radio stations so that citizens can 
discuss problems that they face and come up with collective solutions to 
develop their areas. 
 
This came out at the 
government - initiated 
Information and Media Panel of 
Inquiry (IMPI) meeting held 
Makoni Shopping Centre in 
Chitungwiza on Monday where 
speaker after speaker said the 
issue of community radio 
stations was pertinent as it 
could help unlock solutions to 
service delivery challenges that 
the town is facing. 

‘Our views as communities at the grassroots are not being heard, we are 
being denied our freedom of expression as we do not have a platform to 
express ourselves, so I believe the introduction of community radios is the 
only way through which we can get a platform to express ourselves and 
solve a lot of community challenges that we face,’ said Philemon Jambaya, a 
resident who attended the meeting.  

Another resident chipped in, saying community radios would help residents 
interface with the councilors and share ideas. ‘Community radios will create 
easy access to councilors most of whom find it difficult to get a platform for 
feedback since meetings are costly and are also sometimes barred by the 
police who demand clearance letters that are difficult to obtain, so we can 
simply go on community radio and discuss issues with our leaders,’ she said. 

The residents said until community radios are licenced, that is when their 
views and concerns will start to be heard and taken seriously by the 
authorities. 

In an interview with Talking Harare on the side-lines of the meeting, IMPI 
chairperson Geoffrey Nyarota acknowledged the issue of licencing of 
community radios was prevalent at all countrywide meetings. ‘Wherever we 
have conducted these meetings, the issue of community radios has come 
out as a top priority of discussion amongst the Zimbabwean people’, he said. 

The Information and Media Panel of Inquiry (IMPI) was established in a 
move to assess the country’s media environment. The panel is expected to 
wind up business before the end of July and forward its findings to 
government for implementation. 
Epworth residents reject stereotypes 
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Residents of Harare's Epworth high density suburb say they want the media 
to give a positive reportage that attracts development in the area, saying 
negative coverage which emphasises on crimes and other social vices was 
creating stereotypes that are scaring away donors and possible business 

investors. 

This came out on a public 
meeting on Tuesday which was 
held in the area by government 
through the Information Media 
Panel of Inquiry IMPI which 
seeks to get people’s views on 
the media landscape in the 
country.  

‘There are a lot of positive 
things that can be reported 
about our area, surprisingly 

only the negative is being focused on. It seems like the reporters are being 
paid to degrade our area because nothing positive about Epworth ever 
comes out of their reports. This behaviour scares away business investment 
in this area.’ said one elderly man who was given a platform to air out his 
views. 

Some participants also blamed journalists whom they say report on Epworth 
from an uninformed point of view. ‘The media is supposed to work tirelessly 
in reporting issues that will help our society to grow economically, we have a 
lot of things that have positively happened here for instance, Epworth was 
once a rural community and now it has developed into an urban area, 
surprisingly no one ever talks about that. Journalists should investigate first 
before making personal opinions about us ’, said a young man at the 
meeting. 

Others also concurred, urging the media to try to be positive by focusing on 
some development programmes that are aimed at reducing the spread of 
HIV/AIDS and creating employment opportunities for young people. 

Epworth and a number of high density suburbs have often been said to be 
hubs of criminals, prostitutes and drug dealers.  
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